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From the Oval Office 

The Newsletter of the Inland Soaring Society 

From the President 
As I write this rag for you and to you, I am looking forward to 2019.  2018 didn't do me much 
good, as it was disaster.  I would pack up a trio of sport planes to fly only to arrive at the field, 
fresh out.  Out of what? Out of luck. I retired on November 8 and thought I had it figured out, 
with plenty of time to build planes.  Didn't work that way. Little did I know I was headed for a 
"Crash- Rash". Yes, it got to be a rash of crashes the likes of which I had never experienced 
before. Each month, something happened to one or more planes. And if it wasn't me who 
dinged a plane, my grandson would ding one. I went through 3 Conscendo's, with the first going 
down in the citrus field for unknown reasons; the second going down due to the ESC shutting 
down in flight and third due a loss of signal. And I just had it tuned in real nice". The SC-2 
competition circuit was entering the final stages of the season, and I left hole in my scorecard in 
each contest I flew in. Ridiculous!!! Here's to a new year with better flights and more flying for 
fun!    

Sent from the stratusphere by Mike Lee 

ISS Bill Hensley Field is the home of a very talented and skilled pilot, Jack Li.  You might have 
seen him at our field lately, flying close-formation flight with a few other skilled pilots and 
producing air-to-air footage for us. Below is the web address where you can view the video...it's 
great stuff!!!  It looks very much like the film created by pilots flying in WW-II, or any other field 
of air combat! Dodging, diving, break-neck vertical pulls and close-in flying that is startling. Up 
close and personal, the planes might not look like a new, fresh fighter, but this footage is good 
enough to get the feel of pulling 5-G in a corner. Take a look at the video links below.  
Amazingly realistic, it has the look and feel like a dog-fight from some airborne movie.  

Thanks, Jack! 

Jack Li has planted an air-to-air combat engagement with Spitfires 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tp0m01LuzRU 
 

Gliding at ISS video: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NTFOb6Q3fRk 
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